
MARKET ACCESS  
FIELD SERVICES
Provider to patient.  
Simplify the journey.

From treatment decision to delivery, healthcare providers are working harder than ever to deliver  
treatments to patients. The reason? A maze of access challenges: 

▶ Formulary and coverage controls pose barriers
▶ Payer policies hinder access
▶ Higher shared healthcare costs create patient barriers

A strong, experienced partner can simplify your journey to success. Ensure that patients start and continue  
therapy. Achieve results. Partner with Covance.   

Navigate the Challenges

Your product is unique. Your customers have specific needs. The dynamics of your marketplace are evolving. Covance 
shapes a market access solution to meet these challenges. The process is fast and effective. The success is sweet. 

Coordinating the Process

Your Covance field team works with providers on-site to guide the access process. We respond to escalated issues, educate 
healthcare provider office stakeholders, troubleshoot patient cases and provide tools to help providers and patients gain 
access to reimbursement, financial or other assistance. 

Deploying Expert Teams

Covance has a large market access service with 1,400 
professionals across five US offices including more 
than 100 field access professionals. We are ready to 
deploy immediately, addressing access challenges and 
smoothing the way when requirements change. 

Our Field Teams in the US



Training and Integrating

Expert staff and training prepares your team for market 
access developments. Through communication and 
customer support, we identify your changing needs and 
deliver tailored solutions. 

Covance is the only provider with combined hub services 
and field teams who work together seamlessly. You can also 
integrate your team with existing Covance hub services. Our 
flexible structure helps you match staffing requirements to 
changing needs. 

Achieving Results

A successful market access program ensures that patients get on—and stay on—your therapy to optimize health 
outcomes. You’ll build market momentum, increase product utilization and build loyalty.

Why Covance?

Covance offers an unparalleled 
depth of access and reimbursement 
experience. Since 1988, Covance has 
lead the industry in applying market 
access expertise to a broad range of 
therapeutic areas. 

Covance guides you through the 
market access maze. Working 
together, let’s simplify your journey 
to success, from provider to patient. 

Basics Training Program-Specific 
Training

Home Study Client Training

Client 
Needs

Testimonials
“Our Field Reimbursement Associate delivered excellent service to a group of case 
managers, which helped them coordinate patient triage to the appropriate resource 
for access assistance. He continues to help drive the success of our business.”  
—Market Access Manager

“Looks like a very productive week out in the field. Lots of cases getting closed and 
patients getting on therapy! I am feeling great about what you are getting done. 
Again, more great feedback from the reps you were in the field with this week.”  
—Area Business Director

“Our Field Reimbursement Associate has come up with the most efficient way of 
communicating each open case in a manner that helps prevent things from falling 
through the cracks... She is excellent in working with our offices and has helped us 
pull more business through.”  
—District Sales Manager

Learn more about our market access solutions at  
www.covance.com/PatientProviderServices
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